Features 18 brass circuit studs in a moisture and corrosion free environment. Entry on all 4 sides using 4-920413 Choke Seals and 1-920402 cable entrance fitting. Also includes 1-920412 1/2" N.P.T. square head pipe plug and stud hardware package 920414. May also be ordered custom drilled/tapped to specifications. See catalog supplement No. 1.

### PART NO.

- **351044** Complete unit - drilled and tapped
- **351045** Complete unit - undrilled
- **920209** Circuit bridge
- **920411** Sq. head plug 3/8" N.P.T.
- **920412** Sq. head plug 1/2" N.P.T.
- **920414** Hardware package
- **920444** Sq. head plug 3/4" N.P.T.
- **920449** Fasteners (4)
- **920450** Cover, fastener & o-ring
- **920600** O-ring for new style covers

### DRI-SEAL CIRCUIT BOX

Junction boxes feature a polycarbonate shallow clear lens 920143. They are available with or without a 7 pole terminal disc with hardware. Boxes must be drilled and tapped unless otherwise stated. Mounting gasket and screws included. Recess or surface mount available.

#### PART NO.

- **400045** Clear, valox body
- **400095** Clear, valox body with chassis ground
- **400054** Clear, valox body
- **400096** Clear, valox body with chassis ground
- **450034** Clear, valox body
- **450044** Clear, valox body
- **470026** Clear, valox body
- **470041** Clear, valox body

#### PART NO.

- **450061** Clear, valox body

### CUSTOM DRILLING

Specify drilling size and location desired. Cable entrance fittings are 3/8", 1/2" & 3/4" N.P.T. Choke Seals require 9/16" holes.

### Junction boxes

Ready to install junction boxes with 7 pole terminal disc assembly. Features a durable Valox body and a polycarbonate shallow clear lens 920143. Boxes are drilled and tapped with entry fittings installed. Fittings include (1) cable entrance fitting 920402, (4) 1 hole cable choke seals 920413 and (1) 4 hole wire choke seal 920420. Mounting gasket and screws included. Recess mount.
Junction Boxes

Ready to install junction boxes which each feature a 7 pole terminal disc assembly. Features a heavy duty Valox body and a polycarbonate shallow clear lens 920143. Boxes are drilled and tapped with entry fittings installed. Mounting gasket and screws included. Surface mount.

**PART NO.**

470042

Clear, valox body with (1) cable entrance fitting 920402, (1) four hole wire choke seal 920420 and (4) one hole cable choke seals 920413

470046

Clear, valox body with (1) cable entrance fitting 920326 and (2) one hole cable choke seals 920413

For use with non-piped conventional wiring. Ready to install junction box with a 7 pole terminal disc assembly. Provided with a polycarbonate shallow clear lens 920143. Models are drilled and tapped with entry fittings installed. Mounting gasket and screws included. Surface mount.

**PART NO.**

470063

Clear, valox body with (1) cable entrance fitting 920402 and (5) four hole wire choke seals 920420

Junction boxes feature a durable valox body and a polycarbonate shallow clear lens 920115. They are available with or without a 4 pole terminal disc with hardware. Body must be drilled and tapped for wire entry. Mounting gasket and screws included. Recess mount.

**PART NO.**

560022  **THROUGH TERMINAL DISC**

Clear, valox body

560026  **WITH TERMINAL DISC**

Clear, valox body

Junction boxes feature a durable valox body and a polycarbonate shallow clear lens 920115. They are available with or without a 4 pole terminal disc with hardware. Body must be drilled and tapped for wire entry unless otherwise stated. Mounting gasket and screws included. Surface mount.

**PART NO.**

570027  **WITHOUT TERMINAL DISC**

Clear, valox body

570037  **WITH TERMINAL DISC**

Clear, valox body with (1) cable entrance fitting and (2) cable choke seals installed

570038